
Polished 316 Stainless Steel Hardware

Fiberglass Outside Back Plates

No Pinch Hinges

Integral Folding Armrests

FEATURES

We take a great deal of pride in producing the highest quality 
seating solutions available. 
With years of design and manufacturing experience we know 
what works best and  focus on design, craftsmanship, and quality 
as a rule. Our unique designs in single, double or triple tandem 
seating are unparalleled. 

The no pinch bolster hinges will give you peace of mind 
while in operation.
Peerless seats’ flush armrests will give your boat a 
seamless look when placed in the “up” position. 
With our fiberglass back plates molded to your design, 
you can truly feel the seats are your own. 

Luxury 
Marine Seats Available in

Single, Double,
& Triple
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FEATURES
Polished 316 Stainless Steel Hardware

5 Unique Peerless Extrusions

Delrin Components

Non-Flat Surface Mounting

Positive Lock Tolerances

ASTM Standard 500 Hrs Salt Spray Tested

PEERLESS MARINE SEATS
We take a great deal of pride in producing the 

highest quality seating solutions available. With 

years of design and manufacturing experience we 

know what works best so we focus on design and 

craftsmanship as a rule. The finish quality in our 

seats and slides is proof positive. 

Peerless only uses the highest quality materials 

along with very rigid tolerances in our construction 

techniques. Couple that with cutting edge 

designs...we truly offer product longevity and total 

customer satisfaction!

Part Number TLS20

Part Number TLS30

Peerless Marine Seats’ unique design will maintain the slide mechanism 
in true parallel, always! No more racking or jammed seat slides. Our 
patent pending design ensures smooth functionality but only when you 
release the locks! The integrated construction eliminates jamming 
without any lubrication maintenance...for total reliability. 

“TOTAL-LOK”
SLIDE


